
NA Christmas Carol 2016 

NA 2016-2017 Schedule 

 

Residency 1: Christmas Carol 

Tue, November 1, 9:00am – 11:30am (Intro) 

 First Session: 9:30AM - 10:15AM       

 Second Session: 10:20AM - 11:05AM 

Arrive NA Johnson Auditorium 9:15am 

Session 1: 9:30 - 10:15 

Session 2: 10:20 - 11:25 

(Remember props.  Ask teachers for copy of their script.)   

 

JENNY: Intro (cuz they know you ) (3 min)  

MICHAEL: Discuss (5 min )  

 Intro to terminology 

a. set v. scenery  

● setting: refers to the when and where? of a piece of literature 

● scenery: is developed by a designer and director to convey the base 

setting as well as overall mood and themes of a play 

b. literature v. play/performance 

i. literature: written by an author that taken in by a reader. The information 

is interpreted by a single reader with in their mind. 

ii. play: written by a playwright that in interpreted by a director and 

designers. The information is taken through all of the sense and is based 

on a shared experience between audience members. 

c. director v. writer 

i. writer: writes the word of a story that you read and imagine 

ii. director: writes the world or the performance. Makes sure that everything 

is working toward the same vision creates the tangible world that a 

“writer” creates 

 

MICHAEL: Opens first exercise and connects the terminology to the world of the play and 

empowers the imagination of the class ( 3 Min)  

- Create Scrooge’s’ world of mid-1800s London:  Imagine you are Charles 

Dickens. Using sensory applications (sound, smell, hearing, taste, sight) create 

this setting in your mind’s eye.  Use ideas from the story (fog, clock tower, etc)  

 

OTHER GRACE  Interactive Exercise 1: USING MAKESHIFT PROPS, COSTUMES. (15 min)  

Setting 1.   Scrooge on the Street at Christmas Time, Walking home after work 

- MAKE JENNY SCROOGE:  with Hat, Coat, Cane  

- GET SETTING = Where and When.  What is the Where and When of Dickens’ setting?  

Move from general to specific. 



- Bring 10 - 12 students up to theatrically create setting 

- Using suggestions from the audience (related to sensory stimuli) 10 students to create 

the street scene.  Place from SL to SR the following: 

- Sheet or stuffing for Fog? 

- Lamp for Gas Lamppost 

- Clock for Clock Tower 

- Items for Vendors? 

- Items for Beggars? 

- Scarves and/or Carols for Carolers?   

- PERFORM Street Scene using Sound and Movement, direct Scrooge to walk through 

and react to elements in street scene one at a time. 

 

JENNY:  DISCUSSION ON  DESIGN (5 min)  

● Theatre jobs in stagecraft, etc that create these sensations. 

 

JENNY:  Interactive Exercise 2:  NO PROPS, “THEATRE LAB” (10 min)  

Setting 2:  At Scrooge’s House before Marley 

- Building the room out of students, sounds and MIME.  Human scenery: using volunteers 

to represent the different items in the house setting 

  

MICHAEL organizes 12 kids 

- 8 kids to be walls (silent) 

- 4 kids to be the 4 posts to make the bed (silent) 

 

 OTHER GRACE organizes 4 kids 

- 1 kid to be squeaky door (mime) 

- 1 kid to be the single coal in the fire (mime) 

- 1 kid to be the gruel pot over the fire (mime) 

 

- Q & A and/or individual histories/education  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thu, November 3, 8:40am – 3:10pm 

1st Bell: 9:10AM - 9:50AM 

2nd Bell: 9:55AM - 10:35AM 



3rd Bell: 10:40AM - 11:20AM 

BREAK 

4th Bell: 1:15PM - 1:55PM 

5th Bell: 2:00PM - 2:40PM 

Christmas past - character -   (Costume)  45 min per class; 5 classes 

 

 

Rough Game Plan  

1) RYAN recaps the discussion we had about set and scenery w/ model, elevations  

a) 5-7 min 

2) JENNY discusses character page to stage style in the context of Scrooge and what we 

learn about him in the past 

a) what we know about Scrooge present (adjectives, physical/vocal, what he says 

and what others say about him) 

b) character arch and transformation: what did we find out about scrooge in the past 

how that changes who he is now and what he will become  

c) 7-10 min 

3) RYAN brings a group of students up to do character activity (physicality images and 

animal images that represent different characters) the stuff that was discussed in the 

car...Scrooge Bob and Marley? Fred?  

a) 10-12 min 

4) GRACE  talks about how costume reflect enhances and shapes character DISCUSSION 

a) 5-7 min  

b) description on page 274 

           “ What a person wears is often an extension of their character. Sometimes, we can tell 

how a person feels, where they’ve been, and what they value by how they wear their clothing. 

Think about it. You can tell a person’s financial status by their clothes, yes? And sometimes, you 

can tell their occupation as well. In many ways, people express themselves with the clothing they 

wear. This means that your clothes often tell a story about you. 

         Costuming in the theater serves the function of not only telling the story of the play, but 

in telling you about the person who’s wearing the clothes. We, as an audience are influences by 

subtle things such as the color of the clothes, or the fabric. Depending on the genre or type of 

play, we are influenced by the costume design. Who do you think is responsible for costume 

design? (They answer) 

         That person’s job is to tell the story of the play as best as possible by clothing characters 

appropriately. What kind of clothing do you think Scrooge would wear? What color would 

define him? How do you expect Fred to look? How about Marley? 

Let’s take a look at The Ghost of Christmas Past. We’re going to pass out some handouts 

for you to look at. These are a collection of different designs from various productions of a 

Christmas Carol. Now, let’s take a look at the description of Christmas Past on page 276. Do any 

of these designs look similar to that description? Which ones deviate or stray from the plan? 

What design is your favorite and why? Which one of these designs BEST tells the story of  “A 



Christmas Carol?” Why do you feel this way? Are ALL of these designs acceptable? Depending 

upon the “world of the play” these designs could be the best to tell these stories. When you see A 

Christmas Carol, or any play from now on, keep in mind what story is being told to you just by 

looking at the clothes a character is wearing. 

Luckily, your next activity will involve some creativity involving Christmas Past. And 

Ryan will lead you in that activity!” 

 

 

5) GRACE leads culminating activity of designing Christmas Past  

a) as a group on the whiteboard 

b) first creates list of adjective 

c) then sketch silhouette of physical  

d) then add clothing  

e) remainder of time  

 

Thu, November 10, 8:40am – 3:10pm (Potential AOK conflict TRYING TO MOVE TO 11/7) 

1st Bell: 9:10AM - 9:50AM 

2nd Bell: 9:55AM - 10:35AM 

3rd Bell: 10:40AM - 11:20AM 

BREAK 

4th Bell: 1:15PM - 1:55PM 

5th Bell: 2:00PM - 2:40PM 

Nov 12 -Act 3 - present  - theme - (lighting) 

 

Rough Plan 

1) RYAN: reads passage about lighting and brief dialogue about lighting design.  

          7 min 

 Tommy’s text: “Light. The most amazing gift that many of us take for granted everyday. That is, 

until there is darkness. And in most cases, once it is dark, we turn on the lights so that we can 

see. 

  

It isn’t any different when it comes to stage lighting because it’s designed for the same reason. 

To help you SEE the a show, whether it be a concert, or a play, or even a motivational speaker.  

And what’s lovely about lighting on a stage is that it tells a story in the same way that costumes 

and characters do. It does this by helping to focus our attention on certain performers, or areas 

of the stage. It also helps to create a mood, or set the tone, by making things calm and cool and 

serene with a lot of blues and whites, or by making things intense with reds and oranges. It can 

give us the time of day, to let us know whether its early morning, midday, or midnight. And even 

projections are a form of lighting that help tell story. 

  



Back in the early days of theater, many actors performed outside. So the sun served as their main 

source of light. However when the sun went down, actors wanted to be seen, therefore various 

different methods of lighting were created and used. The most famous, before electricity, were 

candles. Candles served as a bit of portable light, before flashlights and then chandeliers were 

used to light theaters. But what is bad about candles? What are candles made of? Exactly…wax. 

Can unfortunately, those candles that were in the chandeliers would drip on the stage and also 

onto audiences head and clothing. 

  

Thank goodness for Thomas Edison, right? Who knew that his creation of the light bulb would 

allow so many homes to be brightened? So many stadiums. And so many theaters!  Thanks to 

indoor lighting, we can now do whatever we want with light! 

  

So what do we call the person who creates the lighting for the stage? A lighting designer. Yes. 

And in a similar fashion to a costume designer, the lighting designer also goes to a production 

meeting to discuss how the show will be lighted. They talk about mood, they talk about 

composition or “how to paint a picture” with light. They discuss if they need a spotlight or if 

they need overheads or moveable lighting. They discuss the colors lenses or “gels” to use. Then 

a lighting designer designs a lighting plot, which is a diagram of how the lights will hang in a 

theater, and they craft their story to tell. For example, we did a show called K2 at The Wells 

Theater. It took place on a mountain and started at dawn and ended at night. This meant that the 

designed had to make it seem like the sun was rising and setting for a full day and as an 

audience, we believed it! If would boring to just watch a light in one position, in one color, in 

one setting for 2 hours or more. So the story has to be told. 

  

Let’s look at a passage from the play: (reads from play). How would you see this lighting take 

place? Do you think it tells a story? Could you tell a better story with what you imagine?” 

 

 

2) GRACE and KAT: lighting demonstration with instrument and flashlights, scarves, disco balls, 

colored bulbs. 

          12-15 min 

● red and blue light makes the actors appear 3D (think of 3D) glasses 

○ Get Students to Light Cory with the red and the blue bulb 

● lighting can also be used to create mood through color as well as positioning. 

○ Ligthing is described in terms of qualities  

○ We pick 3-5 students to light and get ideas from the students 

■ Kat work  with scarfs for color and intensity  

● Introduce the idea of directionality by having students light the 

model with flashlights 

■ Cory lead the direction discussion (similar to what we did with military) 

and involving the rest of the kids discussion about the lighting positions 



(what will happen if we light them from behind? from above? from the 

sides? with blue? with red? if they all hold flashlights to their chin?)  

 

3)KAT: quick discussion of what theme is. Get themes from kids, Ryan writes on board 

           3-5 min 

● What do you think theme means? 

● page 282 read definition stressing the section about looking at the main character's 

journey  

● What are some themes of Christmas Carol? (Ryan writes on board) 

 

4) RYAN: theme exercise. 3 groups, each group does 2 tableaus based on the themes we get 

from them. 

          Remainder, approx 20 mins  

● what if we also have group members responsible for lighting the tableaus with the flash 

lights.  

● GRACE RYAN and KAT each work with a group 

 

Fri, November 11, 8:40am – 3:10pm 

1st Bell: 9:10AM - 9:50AM 

2nd Bell: 9:55AM - 10:35AM 

3rd Bell: 10:40AM - 11:20AM 

BREAK 

4th Bell: 1:15PM - 1:55PM 

5th Bell: 2:00PM - 2:40PM 

Act 4 -  future - internal conflict - do-gooder vs miser (sound) 

1) GRACE: recap theme (people can change, redemption) 

             2 min 

2) JENNY: internal conflict between do-gooder vs miser  

 

What do you think of when you hear internal conflict? Lets break down the phrase 

·         What does internal mean? 

·         What does conflict mean? 

Ultimately internal conflict means a problem within oneself 

  

Problems usually require a person to make a decision which could have positive or negative 

results. Sometimes, a person doesn’t know what the outcome of a decision may be and that’s 

even scarier. 

  

What is the main conflict of Scrooge in A Christmas Carol? 

What choices or decisions must he make to keep his Future from looking so bleak? 

Do those choices come easily to Scrooge? 



  

Think of your own self. What are some internal conflicts you’ve had? Have you had to keep a 

secret from someone you care about because it might hurt their feelings? Have you had to tell a 

lie to keep from getting out of trouble? Think of the consequences of your actions in those cases. 

Did your choice make you feel bad or worse? Did your choice affect others? 

  

Internal conflicts essentially have to do with making a very serious choice that could not only 

affect you, but others around you as well.  

 

 

3) GRACE starts sound discussion 

         -talks about pre recorded sound vs live (Folley artistry) 

              2 min 

4) RYAN: narrates a scene with some students as actors and some students making live sound 

cues that help to tell the story 

         Scene: transition from Christmas future into the next morning  

 

Mon, November 14, 8:40am – 3:10pm 

1st Bell: 9:10AM - 9:50AM 

2nd Bell: 9:55AM - 10:35AM 

3rd Bell: 10:40AM - 11:20AM 

BREAK 

4th Bell: 1:15PM - 1:55PM 

5th Bell: 2:00PM - 2:40PM 

Act 5 - next morning - set up to see the show (music) 

40 min schedule 

 

2 mins - JENNY recap of last time 

 

5 mins GRACE - Theatre Etiquette w/ Ryan story on actor-audience connection 

 

10 - 15 mins  JENNY- leads Review “Page to Stage” Jeopardy Game Show Quiz review 

Conflict:  What is the struggle that happens inside and outside of a character that drives the play 

forward. 

Theme:  The main idea of the play, presented by the playwright. 

Setting:  The time and place in which the play takes place. 

Lighting:  A technical element of theatre that uses direction and color to present mood and 

setting to an audience. 

Costume:  The technical element of theatre that reflects and shapes character. 

Set:  Created by a designer, this is the physical environment of a play reflecting the setting. 

Sound Cue:  This technical element can be live or pre-recorded. 



 

Plot:  The events of a play that tell the story. 

Stage Manager:  The conductor of the live performance of the play who carries out the director’s 

vision. 

Daily Double Jeapordy:  Character Arc:  The journey of the character through the course of the 

play that shows their change. 

Final Jeapordy Question:  Proscenium:  “The name of the picture frame surrounding the stage?” 

 

(Remainder of time) Ryan - interactive game: “Three Headed Ghost Press Conference” 

(character development combined with collaboration) 

- Ghost speaks one word at a time 

- Asked questions by the audience 

- Demonstrated by VSC crew first 

- Get 2 of 3 Vocal Traits:  Male/Female; Young/Old;  Miscellaneous 

- Decide “Moment of Agreement” 

- Key points: 

- Listen and Look to one another. 

- Work together to create a GROUP mind giving the character’s 

answer. 

- Don’t pre-plan a response or try to manipulate the answer to what 

YOU want it to be. 

- Stay in character. 

 

 

  



NA CC Supplemental material: 

CHRISTMAS CAROL SOUND EFFECTS SCRIPT 

 

What are three ways SOUND EFFECTS can be made in a play? 

·         LIVE by Folley Artists. 

·         Live by Actor’s Voices. 

·         Pre-recorded Effects (Go Button). 

  

SOUND EFFECTS in SCENE 4 (Graveyard):  

1.    Opening To Graveyard Sound Effect (Go Button) 

2.       Thunderstick 

3.    Wind (Voice Actors) 

4.    Rustling Leaves (Leaves) 

5.    Marley’s Chains in box 

6.    Gravestone Growing  (Go Button) 

7.    Choral Voices (Voice Actors) 

 

SOUND EFFECTS in SCENE 5 (The Next Morning):  

1.    Marley’s Chains in box 

2.    Bird chirp flute (or voice… alcohol to clean) 

3.    Carolers (Voice Actors) 

4.        Horse Hoof coconuts 

5.    Wooden block 

6.    Bed curtain rings (alcohol to clean) 

7.    Slide whistle (or voice… alcohol to clean) 

8.        Church bells 

9.    Turkey (Voice Actor) 

 

ROLES: 

             Scrooge 

             Marley 

             Ghost of Christmas Future 

             Boy on Street 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 SCENE 4 (Graveyard) 

SQ A (“Opening to Graveyard” on Go Button I-phone) 



SQ B (Voice makes wind, continues under scene) 

SQ C (Styrofoam makes rustling leaves, continues under scene) 

SQ D (Marley Chains rattle softly as he speaks) 

MARLEY.   It is midnight in a bleak, dismal graveyard.  We find Scrooge before a tombstone.   

His mind is full of questions, but the silent spectre of Christmas Future offers no answer. 

SCROOGE.  Specter, something informs me that our parting moment is at hand.  

FUTURE  (fearful exhale) 

SQ E (Thunder stick) 

SCROOGE.  Before I draw nearer to that stone to which you point, answer me one question.  

Are these the shadows of things that will be, or the shadows of things that MAY be, only? 

FUTURE.  (fearful exhale) 

SQ F (Thunder stick) 

SCROOGE.  That gravestone!  What?  Why, it’s… growing… ? (adlibs) 

SQ  G (Gravestone growing noises on Go Button I-phone) 

SQ H (Voices chanting choral music begin quietly ) 

SCROOGE.  And the words upon it ? … 

            SQ I ( the wind becomes a scary whisper that says, “EBENEZER SCROOGE.”) 

SCROOGE.  Oh, no.  Spirit!  Oh, no, no! 

FUTURE.  (exhale) 

SQ J (Thunder stick) 

SCROOGE.  Spirit!  Hear me!  I am not the man I was.  Why show me this, if I am past all 

hope? 

FUTURE.  (exhale) 

SQ K (Thunder stick) 

SCROOGE.  Oh, Good Spirit!  Assure me that I yet may change what you have shown me by 

an altered life! 

FUTURE.  (exhale) 

SQ L (Thunder stick) 

SCROOGE.  I will honor Christmas in my heart and try to keep it all the year.  I will live in the 

Past, the Present, and the Future. Oh, tell me that I may sponge away the writing that is upon 

this stone! 

            SQ M (wind grows a little louder) 

            SQ N (leaves rustling grows a little louder) 

            SQ  O (Choral music grows a little louder) 

SCROOGE.  Spirit, dear Spirit, I am praying before you.  Give me a sign that all is possible.  

Give me a sign that all hope is not lost.  Oh, Spirit, kind Spirit, I beseech thee:  give me a 

sign…… 

            SQ P (Wind grows LOUD!) 

            SQ Q (Leaves rustling LOUD!) 

SQ R (Choral music becomes HORRIBLE MOANS and continues LOUD!) 

            SQ  S (Thunder stick LOUD!) 

SQ T (ALL SOUNDS STOP.  Silence for 10 seconds) 

  

SCENE 5 (The Next Morning) 



            SQ U (Soft bird chirping to indicate morning) 

  SQ V (Marley’s Chains Rattle softly under his lines) 

MARLEY.  The firm of Scrooge and Marley is doubly blessed; two misers turned; one, alas, in 

Death, too late; but the other miser turned in Time’s penultimate nick.  As the morning’s sun 

peered through the cracks of a familiar window upon a familiar bed chamber, Scrooge slowly 

awoke. 

            SQ W (Carolers OUTSIDE quietly singing w/ jingle Bells) 

            SQ X (Horse hoofs OUTSIDE quietly on cobblestones) 

SCROOGE.  I will live in the Past, in the Present, and in the Future!  The Spirits of all Three 

shall strive within me!   (fully awake)  Why?  Am I home?   Is this my bedpost? 

            SQ Y (Knock on Wooden Block) 

SQ Z (Marley’s Chains Rattle softly under his lines) 

MARLEY.  Yes, Ebenezer, the bedpost is your own.  Believe it!  Yes, Ebenezer, the room is 

your own.  Believe it! 

SCROOGE.  Oh, Jacob Marley!  Wherever you are, Jacob, know ye that I praise you for this!  I 

praise you… and heaven…. And Christmastime!  

            SQ AA (Bed curtain rings) 

SCROOGE.  Not torn down.  My bed curtains are not at all torn down!  Rings and all, here they 

are!  I am light as a feather.  I am happy as an angel.  I am as merry as a schoolboy.  I’ve got to 

go OUT!  I’ve got to slide downstairs on the bannister! 

SQ BB (slide whistle) 

SCROOGE.  Wheeeeee!  HALLO! 

            SQ CC (Church bells chime) 

SCROOGE.  The church bells!  Is it Christmas Day? 

            SQ DD (Carolers louder singing w/ jingle Bells) 

            SQ EE (Horse hoofs louder  on cobblestones) 

SCROOGE.  HALLO!  Merry Christmas to everybody!  Hey, you boy!  What’s today?  What day 

of the year is it? 

BOY.  Today, sir?  Why, it’s Christmas Day! 

SCROOGE.  Do you know whether the poulterer’s have sold the prize turkey that was there in 

the shop?  Not the little prize turkey, boy, I mean the big one! 

BOY.   Why, yes, sir!  It has been sold!  Why, my sixth grade teacher gave me that turkey as a 

pet for Christmas!  

SCROOGE.  Whaaaaaaaat?! 

BOY. Look!  Here it comes now! 

            SQ FF (Turkey gobbles crazily) 

 

  



Christmas Past Costumes 

 

 



 
 



 
  



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 

 



  



 

 

 

NA 2016-2017 Schedule 

 

Residency 1: Christmas Carol 

Tue, November 1, 9:00am – 11:30am (Intro) 

 First Session: 9:30AM - 10:15AM       

 Second Session: 10:20AM - 11:05AM 

Arrive NA Price Auditorium 9:15am 

Session 1: 9:30 - 10:15 

Session 2: 10:20 - 11:25 

(Remember props.  Ask teachers for copy of their script.)   

 

 

JENNY: Intro (cuz they know you ) (3 min)  

KAT (Maybe Jenny): Discuss (5 min )  

 Intro to terminology 

a. set v. scenery  

b. literature v. play/performance 

c. director v. writer 

 

JENNY (Maybe Grace): Opens first exercise and connects the terminology to the world of the 

play and empowers the imagination of the class ( 3 Min)  

- Create Scrooge’s’ world of mid-1800s London:  Imagine you are Charles 

Dickens. Using sensory applications (sound, smell, hearing, taste, sight) create 

this setting in your mind’s eye.  Use ideas from the story (fog, clock tower, etc)  

 

RYAN:  Interactive Exercise 1: USING MAKESHIFT PROPS, COSTUMES. (15 min)  

Setting 1.   Scrooge on the Street at Christmas Time, Walking home after work 

- MAKE TOMMY SCROOGE:  with Hat, Coat, Cane  

- GET SETTING = Where and When.  What is the Where and When of Dickens’ setting?  

Move from general to specific. 

- Bring 10 - 12 students up to theatrically create setting 

- Using suggestions from the audience (related to sensory stimuli) 10 students to create 

the street scene.  Place from SL to SR the following: 

- Sheet or stuffing for Fog? 

- Lamp for Gas Lamppost 

- Clock for Clock Tower 

- Items for Vendors? 

- Items for Beggars? 

- Scarves and/or Carols for Carolers?   



- PERFORM Street Scene using Sound and Movement, direct Tommy/Scrooge to walk 

through and react to elements in street scene one at a time. 

 

JENNY:  DISCUSSION ON  DESIGN (5 min)  

● Theatre jobs in stagecraft, etc that create these sensations. 

 

RYAN:  Interactive Exercise 2:  NO PROPS, “THEATRE LAB” (10 min)  

Setting 2:  At Scrooge’s House before Marley 

- Building the room out of students, sounds and MIME.  Human scenery: using volunteers 

to represent the different items in the house setting 

  

JENNY organizes 12 kids 

- 8 kids to be walls (silent) 

- 4 kids to be the 4 posts to make the bed (silent) 

 

 KAT organizes 4 kids 

- 1 kid to be squeaky door (mime) 

- 1 kid to be the single coal in the fire (mime) 

- 1 kid to be the gruel pot over the fire (mime) 

 

RYAN plays Scrooge, organizes Corey and 1 kid 

- Corey (with BULLY mic and soundsystem)  make all the other sound effects that I talk 

about  

- 1 kid to be Marley in the basement (Every time Scrooge says, “Marley?”, groan and 

rattle chains.  If I say, Marley 3 times in a row like this “Marley, Marley, Marley” , thats 

your entrance cue.  Stagger out on stage like a zombie and make the biggest, saddest, 

most horrible noise you’ve ever made.  ) 

- PERFORM:  “Scrooge before Marley’s arrival” 

 

- Q & A and/or individual histories/education  

 

Thu, November 3, 8:40am – 3:10pm 

1st Bell: 9:10AM - 9:50AM 

2nd Bell: 9:55AM - 10:35AM 

3rd Bell: 10:40AM - 11:20AM 

BREAK 

4th Bell: 1:15PM - 1:55PM 

5th Bell: 2:00PM - 2:40PM 

Christmas past - character -   (Costume)  45 min per class; 5 classes 

 

 

Rough Game Plan  



1) RYAN recaps the discussion we had about set and scenery w/ model, elevations  

a) 5-7 min 

2) JENNY discusses character page to stage style in the context of Scrooge and what we 

learn about him in the past 

a) what we know about Scrooge present (adjectives, physical/vocal, what he says 

and what others say about him) 

b) character arch and transformation: what did we find out about scrooge in the past 

how that changes who he is now and what he will become  

c) 7-10 min 

3) RYAN brings a group of students up to do character activity (physicality images and 

animal images that represent different characters) the stuff that was discussed in the 

car...Scrooge Bob and Marley? Fred?  

a) 10-12 min 

4) GRACE  talks about how costume reflect enhances and shapes character DISCUSSION 

a) 5-7 min  

b) description on page 274 

           “ What a person wears is often an extension of their character. Sometimes, we can tell 

how a person feels, where they’ve been, and what they value by how they wear their clothing. 

Think about it. You can tell a person’s financial status by their clothes, yes? And sometimes, you 

can tell their occupation as well. In many ways, people express themselves with the clothing they 

wear. This means that your clothes often tell a story about you. 

         Costuming in the theater serves the function of not only telling the story of the play, but 

in telling you about the person who’s wearing the clothes. We, as an audience are influences by 

subtle things such as the color of the clothes, or the fabric. Depending on the genre or type of 

play, we are influenced by the costume design. Who do you think is responsible for costume 

design? (They answer) 

         That person’s job is to tell the story of the play as best as possible by clothing characters 

appropriately. What kind of clothing do you think Scrooge would wear? What color would 

define him? How do you expect Fred to look? How about Marley? 

Let’s take a look at The Ghost of Christmas Past. We’re going to pass out some handouts 

for you to look at. These are a collection of different designs from various productions of a 

Christmas Carol. Now, let’s take a look at the description of Christmas Past on page 276. Do any 

of these designs look similar to that description? Which ones deviate or stray from the plan? 

What design is your favorite and why? Which one of these designs BEST tells the story of  “A 

Christmas Carol?” Why do you feel this way? Are ALL of these designs acceptable? Depending 

upon the “world of the play” these designs could be the best to tell these stories. When you see A 

Christmas Carol, or any play from now on, keep in mind what story is being told to you just by 

looking at the clothes a character is wearing. 

Luckily, your next activity will involve some creativity involving Christmas Past. And 

Ryan will lead you in that activity!” 

 

 



5) GRACE leads culminating activity of designing Christmas Past  

a) as a group on the whiteboard 

b) first creates list of adjective 

c) then sketch silhouette of physical  

d) then add clothing  

e) remainder of time  

 

Thu, November 10, 8:40am – 3:10pm (Potential AOK conflict TRYING TO MOVE TO 11/7) 

1st Bell: 9:10AM - 9:50AM 

2nd Bell: 9:55AM - 10:35AM 

3rd Bell: 10:40AM - 11:20AM 

BREAK 

4th Bell: 1:15PM - 1:55PM 

5th Bell: 2:00PM - 2:40PM 

Nov 12 -Act 3 - present  - theme - (lighting) 

 

Rough Plan 

1) RYAN: reads passage about lighting and brief dialogue about lighting design.  

          7 min 

 Tommy’s text: “Light. The most amazing gift that many of us take for granted everyday. That is, 

until there is darkness. And in most cases, once it is dark, we turn on the lights so that we can 

see. 

  

It isn’t any different when it comes to stage lighting because it’s designed for the same reason. 

To help you SEE the a show, whether it be a concert, or a play, or even a motivational speaker.  

And what’s lovely about lighting on a stage is that it tells a story in the same way that costumes 

and characters do. It does this by helping to focus our attention on certain performers, or areas 

of the stage. It also helps to create a mood, or set the tone, by making things calm and cool and 

serene with a lot of blues and whites, or by making things intense with reds and oranges. It can 

give us the time of day, to let us know whether its early morning, midday, or midnight. And even 

projections are a form of lighting that help tell story. 

  

Back in the early days of theater, many actors performed outside. So the sun served as their main 

source of light. However when the sun went down, actors wanted to be seen, therefore various 

different methods of lighting were created and used. The most famous, before electricity, were 

candles. Candles served as a bit of portable light, before flashlights and then chandeliers were 

used to light theaters. But what is bad about candles? What are candles made of? Exactly…wax. 

Can unfortunately, those candles that were in the chandeliers would drip on the stage and also 

onto audiences head and clothing. 

  



Thank goodness for Thomas Edison, right? Who knew that his creation of the light bulb would 

allow so many homes to be brightened? So many stadiums. And so many theaters!  Thanks to 

indoor lighting, we can now do whatever we want with light! 

  

So what do we call the person who creates the lighting for the stage? A lighting designer. Yes. 

And in a similar fashion to a costume designer, the lighting designer also goes to a production 

meeting to discuss how the show will be lighted. They talk about mood, they talk about 

composition or “how to paint a picture” with light. They discuss if they need a spotlight or if 

they need overheads or moveable lighting. They discuss the colors lenses or “gels” to use. Then 

a lighting designer designs a lighting plot, which is a diagram of how the lights will hang in a 

theater, and they craft their story to tell. For example, we did a show called K2 at The Wells 

Theater. It took place on a mountain and started at dawn and ended at night. This meant that the 

designed had to make it seem like the sun was rising and setting for a full day and as an 

audience, we believed it! If would boring to just watch a light in one position, in one color, in 

one setting for 2 hours or more. So the story has to be told. 

  

Let’s look at a passage from the play: (reads from play). How would you see this lighting take 

place? Do you think it tells a story? Could you tell a better story with what you imagine?” 

 

 

2) GRACE and KAT: lighting demonstration with instrument and flashlights, scarves, disco balls, 

colored bulbs. 

          12-15 min 

● red and blue light makes the actors appear 3D (think of 3D) glasses 

○ Get Students to Light Cory with the red and the blue bulb 

● lighting can also be used to create mood through color as well as positioning. 

○ Ligthing is described in terms of qualities  

○ We pick 3-5 students to light and get ideas from the students 

■ Kat work  with scarfs for color and intensity  

● Introduce the idea of directionality by having students light the 

model with flashlights 

■ Cory lead the direction discussion (similar to what we did with military) 

and involving the rest of the kids discussion about the lighting positions 

(what will happen if we light them from behind? from above? from the 

sides? with blue? with red? if they all hold flashlights to their chin?)  

 

3)KAT: quick discussion of what theme is. Get themes from kids, Ryan writes on board 

           3-5 min 

● What do you think theme means? 

● page 282 read definition stressing the section about looking at the main character's 

journey  

● What are some themes of Christmas Carol? (Ryan writes on board) 

 



4) RYAN: theme exercise. 3 groups, each group does 2 tableaus based on the themes we get 

from them. 

          Remainder, approx 20 mins  

● what if we also have group members responsible for lighting the tableaus with the flash 

lights.  

● GRACE RYAN and KAT each work with a group 

 

Fri, November 11, 8:40am – 3:10pm 

1st Bell: 9:10AM - 9:50AM 

2nd Bell: 9:55AM - 10:35AM 

3rd Bell: 10:40AM - 11:20AM 

BREAK 

4th Bell: 1:15PM - 1:55PM 

5th Bell: 2:00PM - 2:40PM 

Act 4 -  future - internal conflict - do-gooder vs miser (sound) 

1) GRACE: recap theme (people can change, redemption) 

             2 min 

2) JENNY: internal conflict between do-gooder vs miser  

 

What do you think of when you hear internal conflict? Lets break down the phrase 

·         What does internal mean? 

·         What does conflict mean? 

Ultimately internal conflict means a problem within oneself 

  

Problems usually require a person to make a decision which could have positive or negative 

results. Sometimes, a person doesn’t know what the outcome of a decision may be and that’s 

even scarier. 

  

What is the main conflict of Scrooge in A Christmas Carol? 

What choices or decisions must he make to keep his Future from looking so bleak? 

Do those choices come easily to Scrooge? 

  

Think of your own self. What are some internal conflicts you’ve had? Have you had to keep a 

secret from someone you care about because it might hurt their feelings? Have you had to tell a 

lie to keep from getting out of trouble? Think of the consequences of your actions in those cases. 

Did your choice make you feel bad or worse? Did your choice affect others? 

  

Internal conflicts essentially have to do with making a very serious choice that could not only 

affect you, but others around you as well.  

 



 

3) GRACE starts sound discussion 

         -talks about pre recorded sound vs live (Folley artistry) 

              2 min 

4) RYAN: narrates a scene with some students as actors and some students making live sound 

cues that help to tell the story 

         Scene: transition from Christmas future into the next morning  

 

Mon, November 14, 8:40am – 3:10pm 

1st Bell: 9:10AM - 9:50AM 

2nd Bell: 9:55AM - 10:35AM 

3rd Bell: 10:40AM - 11:20AM 

BREAK 

4th Bell: 1:15PM - 1:55PM 

5th Bell: 2:00PM - 2:40PM 

Act 5 - next morning - set up to see the show (music) 

40 min schedule 

 

2 mins - JENNY recap of last time 

 

5 mins GRACE - Theatre Etiquette w/ Ryan story on actor-audience connection 

 

10 - 15 mins  JENNY- leads Review “Page to Stage” Jeopardy Game Show Quiz review 

Conflict:  What is the struggle that happens inside and outside of a character that drives the play 

forward. 

Theme:  The main idea of the play, presented by the playwright. 

Setting:  The time and place in which the play takes place. 

Lighting:  A technical element of theatre that uses direction and color to present mood and 

setting to an audience. 

Costume:  The technical element of theatre that reflects and shapes character. 

Set:  Created by a designer, this is the physical environment of a play reflecting the setting. 

Sound Cue:  This technical element can be live or pre-recorded. 

 

Plot:  The events of a play that tell the story. 

Stage Manager:  The conductor of the live performance of the play who carries out the director’s 

vision. 

Daily Double Jeapordy:  Character Arc:  The journey of the character through the course of the 

play that shows their change. 

Final Jeapordy Question:  Proscenium:  “The name of the picture frame surrounding the stage?” 

 

(Remainder of time) Ryan - interactive game: “Three Headed Ghost Press Conference” 

(character development combined with collaboration) 



- Ghost speaks one word at a time 

- Asked questions by the audience 

- Demonstrated by VSC crew first 

- Get 2 of 3 Vocal Traits:  Male/Female; Young/Old;  Miscellaneous 

- Decide “Moment of Agreement” 

- Key points: 

- Listen and Look to one another. 

- Work together to create a GROUP mind giving the character’s 

answer. 

- Don’t pre-plan a response or try to manipulate the answer to what 

YOU want it to be. 

- Stay in character. 

 

 

  



NA CC Supplemental material: 

CHRISTMAS CAROL SOUND EFFECTS SCRIPT 

 

What are three ways SOUND EFFECTS can be made in a play? 

·         LIVE by Folley Artists. 

·         Live by Actor’s Voices. 

·         Pre-recorded Effects (Go Button). 

  

SOUND EFFECTS in SCENE 4 (Graveyard):  

1.    Opening To Graveyard Sound Effect (Go Button) 

2.       Thunderstick 

3.    Wind (Voice Actors) 

4.    Rustling Leaves (Leaves) 

5.    Marley’s Chains in box 

6.    Gravestone Growing  (Go Button) 

7.    Choral Voices (Voice Actors) 

 

SOUND EFFECTS in SCENE 5 (The Next Morning):  

1.    Marley’s Chains in box 

2.    Bird chirp flute (or voice… alcohol to clean) 

3.    Carolers (Voice Actors) 

4.        Horse Hoof coconuts 

5.    Wooden block 

6.    Bed curtain rings (alcohol to clean) 

7.    Slide whistle (or voice… alcohol to clean) 

8.        Church bells 

9.    Turkey (Voice Actor) 

 

ROLES: 

             Scrooge 

             Marley 

             Ghost of Christmas Future 

             Boy on Street 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 SCENE 4 (Graveyard) 

SQ A (“Opening to Graveyard” on Go Button I-phone) 



SQ B (Voice makes wind, continues under scene) 

SQ C (Styrofoam makes rustling leaves, continues under scene) 

SQ D (Marley Chains rattle softly as he speaks) 

MARLEY.   It is midnight in a bleak, dismal graveyard.  We find Scrooge before a tombstone.   

His mind is full of questions, but the silent spectre of Christmas Future offers no answer. 

SCROOGE.  Specter, something informs me that our parting moment is at hand.  

FUTURE  (fearful exhale) 

SQ E (Thunder stick) 

SCROOGE.  Before I draw nearer to that stone to which you point, answer me one question.  

Are these the shadows of things that will be, or the shadows of things that MAY be, only? 

FUTURE.  (fearful exhale) 

SQ F (Thunder stick) 

SCROOGE.  That gravestone!  What?  Why, it’s… growing… ? (adlibs) 

SQ  G (Gravestone growing noises on Go Button I-phone) 

SQ H (Voices chanting choral music begin quietly ) 

SCROOGE.  And the words upon it ? … 

            SQ I ( the wind becomes a scary whisper that says, “EBENEZER SCROOGE.”) 

SCROOGE.  Oh, no.  Spirit!  Oh, no, no! 

FUTURE.  (exhale) 

SQ J (Thunder stick) 

SCROOGE.  Spirit!  Hear me!  I am not the man I was.  Why show me this, if I am past all 

hope? 

FUTURE.  (exhale) 

SQ K (Thunder stick) 

SCROOGE.  Oh, Good Spirit!  Assure me that I yet may change what you have shown me by 

an altered life! 

FUTURE.  (exhale) 

SQ L (Thunder stick) 

SCROOGE.  I will honor Christmas in my heart and try to keep it all the year.  I will live in the 

Past, the Present, and the Future. Oh, tell me that I may sponge away the writing that is upon 

this stone! 

            SQ M (wind grows a little louder) 

            SQ N (leaves rustling grows a little louder) 

            SQ  O (Choral music grows a little louder) 

SCROOGE.  Spirit, dear Spirit, I am praying before you.  Give me a sign that all is possible.  

Give me a sign that all hope is not lost.  Oh, Spirit, kind Spirit, I beseech thee:  give me a 

sign…… 

            SQ P (Wind grows LOUD!) 

            SQ Q (Leaves rustling LOUD!) 

SQ R (Choral music becomes HORRIBLE MOANS and continues LOUD!) 

            SQ  S (Thunder stick LOUD!) 

SQ T (ALL SOUNDS STOP.  Silence for 10 seconds) 

  

SCENE 5 (The Next Morning) 



            SQ U (Soft bird chirping to indicate morning) 

  SQ V (Marley’s Chains Rattle softly under his lines) 

MARLEY.  The firm of Scrooge and Marley is doubly blessed; two misers turned; one, alas, in 

Death, too late; but the other miser turned in Time’s penultimate nick.  As the morning’s sun 

peered through the cracks of a familiar window upon a familiar bed chamber, Scrooge slowly 

awoke. 

            SQ W (Carolers OUTSIDE quietly singing w/ jingle Bells) 

            SQ X (Horse hoofs OUTSIDE quietly on cobblestones) 

SCROOGE.  I will live in the Past, in the Present, and in the Future!  The Spirits of all Three 

shall strive within me!   (fully awake)  Why?  Am I home?   Is this my bedpost? 

            SQ Y (Knock on Wooden Block) 

SQ Z (Marley’s Chains Rattle softly under his lines) 

MARLEY.  Yes, Ebenezer, the bedpost is your own.  Believe it!  Yes, Ebenezer, the room is 

your own.  Believe it! 

SCROOGE.  Oh, Jacob Marley!  Wherever you are, Jacob, know ye that I praise you for this!  I 

praise you… and heaven…. And Christmastime!  

            SQ AA (Bed curtain rings) 

SCROOGE.  Not torn down.  My bed curtains are not at all torn down!  Rings and all, here they 

are!  I am light as a feather.  I am happy as an angel.  I am as merry as a schoolboy.  I’ve got to 

go OUT!  I’ve got to slide downstairs on the bannister! 

SQ BB (slide whistle) 

SCROOGE.  Wheeeeee!  HALLO! 

            SQ CC (Church bells chime) 

SCROOGE.  The church bells!  Is it Christmas Day? 

            SQ DD (Carolers louder singing w/ jingle Bells) 

            SQ EE (Horse hoofs louder  on cobblestones) 

SCROOGE.  HALLO!  Merry Christmas to everybody!  Hey, you boy!  What’s today?  What day 

of the year is it? 

BOY.  Today, sir?  Why, it’s Christmas Day! 

SCROOGE.  Do you know whether the poulterer’s have sold the prize turkey that was there in 

the shop?  Not the little prize turkey, boy, I mean the big one! 

BOY.   Why, yes, sir!  It has been sold!  Why, my sixth grade teacher gave me that turkey as a 

pet for Christmas!  

SCROOGE.  Whaaaaaaaat?! 

BOY. Look!  Here it comes now! 

            SQ FF (Turkey gobbles crazily) 

 

  



Christmas Past Costumes 

 

 



 
 



 
  



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 

 



  



 

 

 

 


